Partial compliance with antipsychotics and its impact on patient outcomes.
Partial compliance with antipsychotic medications is a common and complex phenomenon that is underestimated by physicians. The consequences of partial compliance include an increased risk of relapse, rehospitalization and suicide attempts. Stigma, negative attitudes towards medications, cognitive impairment and diminished insight negatively impact treatment adherence. Oral atypical antipsychotics may improve both insight and cognitive function, but compliance with these agents is not assured. Depot conventional antipsychotics ensure medication delivery but are associated with side-effects such as EPS and dysphoria that decrease compliance. Long-acting atypicals provide significant symptom improvement, foster adherence and may help achieve improvement in insight and cognition. Addressing issues of partial and non-compliance is a significant consideration in relapse prevention strategies for patients with schizophrenia, given the devastating consequences associated with psychotic relapses.